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Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases (BVMOs) are flavoenzymes that catalyse a wide variety of 

carbonyl- and heteroatom oxidative reactions, including the Baeyer-Villiger esterification of 

ketones and aldehydes (Figure 1 - 2). Through the screening of the available wealth of genome 

sequence information two new BVMOs have been identified and their crystal structures 

resolved: a cyclohexanone monooxygenase from Thermocrispum municipale (TmCHMO; 

Romero, et al., 2016) and a polycyclic-ketones monooxygenase from Thermothelomyces 

thermophila (PockeMO; Fürst, et al., 2017)  

INTRODUCTION 

RESULTS 

CONCLUSIONS 

These BVMOs show great promise as oxidative biocatalysts; they were found to be more robust 

than previous examples in their respective subgroups. Furthermore, having established effective 

recombinant production systems and elucidated the crystals structures, these enzymes provide 

the perfect stepping-stone for engineering better and improved stabilities and catalytic 

efficiencies. Target applications for BVMOs demonstration have been identified in polymers 

such as Nylon 6 and flavours and fragrances like the musk ketones (Figure 2).  

Calculating the salt bridges for the crystal structures of diverse  (red and blue atoms, Figure 4) it 

was found that 16, 31 and 37 salt bridges exist for RhCHMO, TmCHMO and TfPAMO, 

respectively, which indicates a correlation between the amount of salt bridges and the 

thermostability of a BVMO (Tm values 61, 48, and 37 °C, respectively.) 

Furthermore, X-ray crystallography may be coupled to small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to 

study the structure of enzymes that do not readily crystalize, and rationalise the reasons for the 

lack of crystallization (Massari, 2017; Figure 5, top) or to validate homology modelling  (Fig. 5, 

bottom), like cyclopentadecanone (CPDMO) and cyclododecanone (CDMO) monooxygenases. 
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The crystal structure of TmCHMO (Figure 3, left) conserves many of the key features found on 

other members of this group (phenylacetone monooxygenase from Thermobifidus fusca, 

TfPAMO; and the CHMO from Rhodococcus sp., RhCHMO). The ligand binding site is a 

compact cavity, which explains the preference of TmCHMO towards medium/small sized 

targets. Also, when compared to PAMO and RhCHMO, the number of salt bridges in each of the 

structures reveals a direct correlation between this number thermal stability. In particular, the 

crystal structure of PockeMO (Figure 3, right) presents a number of remarkable features. First, 

an N-terminal extension in the FAD-domain (a possible signature moiety); and, second, that 

substrates are presumed to be accepted through a solvent accessible cavity from below the re-

face of the FAD cofactor. These findings mark a very clear difference in the evolution of 

substrate acceptance and selectivity between the BVMOs subgroups represented by TmCHMO 

and PockeMO.  
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Insights from the crystal structure of two new Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases: CHMO 
from Thermocrispum municipale and PockeMO from Thermothelomyces thermophila 

Figure 3. The crystal structures of TmCHMO (PDB: 5M10; left) and PockeMO 

(PDB: 5MQ6; right). The FAD binding domain and FAD are in yellow; the 

NADPH binding domain and NADP+ are in green and the globular domain is in 

blue. 

Figure 4. Crystal structures of RhCHMO (PDB: 4RG3; left), TmCHMO (centre) and TfPAMO 

(PDB: 2YLT; right), highlighting the salt bonds (red and blue atoms).  

Figure 1. The Baeyer-Villiger catalytic cycle for phenylacetone. 

Figure 2. High-value compounds that 

could be obtained through BVMO 

biocatalysis. 

Figure 5. CPDMO (orange) and CDMO (green) were modelled based on their homology to PockeMO. 

The results were confronted against the structural data obtained from SAXS. A and B indicate that 

CPDMO suffers from concentration-dependent repulsion or aggregation. C and D indicate that this 

model of CDMO is very similar to the globular shape of the protein, but the folding does not account 

entirely for the scattering of the molecule in solution.  
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